**Faculty**

*Jerry Ritchey, DVM, PhD, DACVP—Professor and Department Head

**Regents Professors and Endowed Chairs:** *Anthony W. Confer, DVM, PhD, DACVP (emeritus) and Walter R. Sitlington Endowed Chair; Clinton J. Jones, PhD, and Sitlington Endowed Chair; *Susan Little, DVM, PhD, DACVP-Parasitology and Krull/Ewing Endowed Chair

**Professors:** *James H. Meinkoth, DVM, PhD, DACVP; Mason Reichard, PhD; *Timothy Snider, DVM, PhD, DACVP

**Clinical Professors:** *Todd Jackson, DVM, DACLAM; *Theresa Rizzi, DVM, DACVP

**Associate Professors:** Tom Oomens, PhD; *Akilesh Ramachandran, BVSc&AH, PhD, DACV; *Jared Taylor, DVM, MPH, PhD, DACVIM, DACVPM

**Assistant Professors:** Kelly Allen, MS, PhD; *Fernando Vicosa Bauermann, DVM, PhD; *Valerie McElliott, DVM, PhD, DACVP; *Craig Miller, DVM, PhD, DACVP; *Sunil More BVSc & AH, MVSc, PhD; *Ruth C. Scimeca BVSc, PhD

**Clinical Assistant Professor:** *Susan E. Fielder, DVM, DACVP

**Associate Research Professor:** Edmouir Blouin, PhD (emeritus)

**Lecturer:** *Dr. Jennifer Rudd, DVM, PhD; Meriam Saleh, PhD

**Research Scientist:** Mayara Maggioli

**Residents:** Katheryn Duncan, DVM; Dah Jiun Fu, DVM, Alexa Hunter, DVM; Ryan Kalish, DVM; Scott Mitchell, DVM; Stacy Woods, DVM

**Post-Doctoral Fellows:** Kelly Harrison, PhD; Jeff Ostler, PhD;

**Graduate Teaching Associates:** Laximan Sawant, BVSc, MVSc

*Board Certification in Specialty Area